Introduction Digital Detail Enhancement (DDE)
Preserve low contrast targets in HDR scenes
To overcome limitations of the human visual system & common display devices In contrast to BF, GF does not suffer from gradient reversal artefacts GF has a significantly smaller processing time than BF, i.e., O(1) [Zuo et al., 2011] Zuo, C., Chen, Q., Liu, N., Ren, J., and Sui, X. Display and detail enhancement for high-dynamic-range 
Resulting detail image D depending on the filter parameters 
Temporal DDE (TDDE) Filter
Detail image component 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Resulting depending on the filter parameters with N=8 for data representation within the range [0, 255] , and
Temporal DDE (TDDE) Filter Time consistency
Linear extension within the raw active HDR with a temporal statistical stabilization with I'=B+D', M the number of bits (12 or 14) to encode I, and I t min and I t max the limits of the active data range computed from Enables to add a gain factor λ to increase the contrast of preserved details Non-perceptible details in front of dark/bright backgrounds are magnified to become perceptible, i.e., LAGC 
